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Tin Raft



 Kent held his tin raft. 

 It was bent. 

 It had rust. It had a dent. 

 Can Tish fix it? 

10 11



 Tish can sand it, bend it, 

 and mend it. 

12 13

 Tish set it on the bench. 



 It was a big task. 

 But Tish did the job. 

 Tish had Kent test the raft 

 in the tub. 

 It did not tilt! 

14 15



 It was the best gift! 

The End

16 17



Lost in the Bog

1918



2120

 Gump was lost in the bog 

 at dusk. 

 Gump felt the mist. 

 Gump felt the wind. 

 But Gump went on. 



2322

 Gump felt a bump. 

 It went past. 

 It was fast. Gasp! 



2524

 Gump hid. 

 Is it a dog? 

 Is it a pest? 

 Is it an elf? 

 Is it … the end? 



2726

 Gump ran fast. 

 Gump must act fast. 

 Gump can run! That is it! 



2928

 Help!  A big bump 

 is on the path! 



3130

 But the bump is just Sis! 

The End



33

Lunch

32



 Is that lunch?  The chimp must get that bunch! 

34 35



 It is just a hop, skip, and a jump. 

                          Jump! 

                                             Swish! 

 SNAP! 

36 37



 Did the bunch drop? 

 YES! 

38 39



 Did the chimp spin? 

 YES! 

 The chimp has a bump, a lump, 

and a limp! 

40 41



 But the chimp has lunch! 

 Chomp! Gulp! Munch! 

42 43

The End



45

The Big Top

44



47

 The tent is up. 

4746



4948

 Clem hits the drum. 

 Bam! Bam! Bam! 

 Step in! Get a spot! 



5150

 Glen gets the flag. 

 Swish! 



5352

 Mel and Flash jump! 

 Stan and Liv spin. 



5554

 Ten men jump, skip, and flip. 

 Fran and Brad get on top! 

 Clip, clop! Clip, clop! 

 Gus and Spot run fast! 



5756

The End

 A trip to the Big Top 

 is fun! 
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